13 th International Conference
on Gas–Liquid and Gas–Liquid–Solid
Reactor Engineering (GLS-13)
From Sunday 20 August to Wednesday 23 August 2017
Crowne Plaza Brussels • Le Palace • Brussels • Belgium

In line with the previous editions of the GLS
conference series, this conference will cover all
aspects of gas-liquid and gas-liquid-solid reactors,
from the scientific principles behind these reactors
to their applications in numerous domains.
Authors of accepted abstracts will be invited
to submit a full paper for a special issue
of Chemical Engineering Science (CES)
that will be released for the conference.
Accepted works for publication in CES will
automatically be proposed for oral communications.
Important dates :
• First abstract submission (when intending to submit a full 		
paper to CES): 1 February 2016
• Abstract acceptation decision: 1 March 2016
• Full paper submission to CES: 1 August 2016
• Notification of acceptance in CES: 15 January 2017
• Second abstract submission (when not intending to submit
a full paper to CES): 15 January 2017
• Conference type (oral or poster) notification: 15 March 2017
• Registration opening: 1 April 2017

www.gls13.com

Brussels has an exceptional location at the heart of Europe.
It is one of the easiest cities in the world to reach (direct
flights to more than 60 countries, fast rail connections to
many European capitals). Brussels is a city of culture: it has
the biggest amount of museums per inhabitant in Europe!
It also has more than 2.000 restaurants, bars & discos.
Its architecture is a surreal mix between modernity and
history, with the world famous “grand place”, where the
opening cocktail of the congress will be held.
The Crowne Plaza Brussels – Le Palace is a historic
landmark built in 1908. It has been fully renovated a few
years ago but it is still filled with exquisite Art Nouveau and
Art Deco motifs. It is located on the place Rogier, in the city
center. It hosts a convention center that will be perfectly
suited for a GLS conference.
This conference is a common organization of 6 institutions:
• Gembloux Agro-Bio Tech (BE)
• Université libre de Bruxelles (BE)
• Université de Liège (BE)
• Université de Mons (BE)
• Université de Toulouse (FR)
• von Karman Institute (BE)
Contact: info@gls13.com

